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The first comprehensive survey of Christian environmental ethics and activism offers a Christian understanding of environmental
conservation, protection, and stewardship that speaks directly to ongoing environmental issues. * Case histories of specific faith-based
organizations doing conservation work * An extensive bibliography of theological, ethical, historical, biographical, scientific, and popular
sources that address the role of Christians and the Christian church in the care of creation
Recent books about heaven and hell have aroused the interest of committed Christians and curious seekers alike. But the wide range of
viewpoints has also created confusion and left many people wondering what they are to believe. This user-friendly guide presents the most
popular views on heaven, hell, purgatory, judgment, and related topics, followed by brief, easy-to-follow analysis. Readers will be equipped to
make their own well-informed decisions about questions like these: What happens when we die? Where did the idea of purgatory come from?
Will our bodies be resurrected someday? If so, does cremation offend God? Will unbelievers be judged by God and punished in hell forever?
Or will they be annihilated? What about those who never heard the gospel message? This summary of the latest Evangelical teaching and
traditional mainstream scholarship provides readers with tools to assess each position in the light of Scripture.
Do you want to live forever? Read this book. Is there really life after death? Find out read this book. What happens after suicide? Find out
read this book. Is there really a Heaven and hell and do I really have friends in both? What happened to my mom, my dad, brother, sister,
uncle, aunt, best friend, love ones of all kind grand ma, grand pa, son, daughter, ? How about my puppy are there animals in Heaven? They
are not dead THEY ARE ALIVE and THIS BOOK WILL PROVE IT!!!!!!! Proof that you can live forever! Proof that God who loves you is
Real!!!! Proof that Heaven is Rea! Proof That your family and friends are there in a book so easy to read a caveman could and would READ
IT !!!! You have never ever read book like this!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! God's Heaven Is a Real Place takes a lighthearted look at serious subjects. Edward
M. Smiling tackles topics such as living, dying, human souls, and angels. He distinguishes between earthly and heavenly bodies and
discusses those who have been brought to Heaven alive. What is the difference among the First, Second, and Third Heavens, and what will
the New Jerusalem look like? These things and more will be explored in great detail. Each chapter is approached in simple terms through a
relatable voice. Scientific facts and scripture blend together beautifully, describing the complexities of our universe and the Heaven that
hangs above it all. Smiling knows that it isn't wrong to have questions about such matters, because seeking out the answers deepens your
faith. Strengthen your relationship with God and secure your spot in Heaven with this insightful book.
Paula Gooder considers the ways in which the Bible sees heaven and earth connecting, and explores all the major strands of belief about life
after death, including the role of paradise, and what happens between death and resurrection. She shows how the biblical writers see heaven
and earth as closely connected, so that what happens in heaven affects events on earth and vice versa.
Introduction: grappling with the salvation question / Mohammad Hassan Khalil -- Failures of practice or failures of faith: are non-Muslims
subject to the sharia? / A. Kevin Reinhart -- "No salvation outside Islam": Muslim modernists, democratic politics, and Islamic theological
exclusivism / Mohammad Fadel -- The ambiguity of the Qur'anic command / William C. Chittick -- Beyond polemics and pluralism: the
universal message of the Qur'an / Reza Shah-Kazemi -- The path of Allah or the paths of Allah? Revisiting classical and medieval Sunni
approaches to the salvation of others / Yasir Qadhi -- Realism and the real: Islamic theology and the problem of alternative expressions of
God / Tim Winter -- Non-reductive pluralism and religious dialogue / Muhammad Legenhausen -- Oneself as the saved other? the ethics and
soteriology of difference in two Muslim thinkers / Sajjad Rizvi -- The portrayal of Jews and the possibilities for their salvation in the Qur'an /
Farid Esack -- Embracing relationality and theological tensions: Muslima theology, religious diversity, and fate / Jerusha Lamptey -- The food
of the damned / David M. Freidenreich -- Acts of salvation: agency, others, and prayer beyond the grave in Islam / Marcia Hermansen -Citizen Ahmad among the believers: salvation contextualized in Indonesia and Egypt / Bruce B. Lawrence
The author draws on his own near-death experience to describe the reality of heaven and to explain how it is possible, by relying on God's
love, to transform life challenges into blessings.
In heaven we shall know everlasting rest and the full measure of our inheritance. Though no eye has seen what God has prepared for us,
from Revelation 21-22 we can understand a little of what heaven will feel like. We shall know a new freedom, economy, purity, peace, and so
much more. Those will be the simple experiences. The greater experiences will be in everlasting love, most especially in an everlasting
marriage and an enduring intimate community. Likewise, we shall know a growing and everlasting security within our grand heritage within
God’s promises and in the work of Christ. Yet the greatest experience of all is also the hardest to understand, because it is the farthest
removed from our earthly experience. The greatest experience of all will be that—for the rest of our everlasting loving lives—we will share in the
very life and glory of our dynamic and loving God, our loving Father and Abba. The greatest experience in heaven will be the very life and
light that we share with God Himself, so very personal and loving to the uttermost.
What will heaven be like? Randy Alcorn presents a thoroughly biblical answer, based on years of careful study, presented in an engaging,
reader-friendly style. His conclusions will surprise readers and stretch their thinking about this important subject. Heaven will inspire readers
to long for heaven while they're living on earth.
Between these covers, in the form of poems and prayers, is condensed the insight and spirituality of a life lived fully in South Africa, a country
first in struggle and then in transition. They are wide-ranging in their style and subject matter-from free-verse to traditional forms, from
heartfelt prayers to light-hearted poems, from poems on nature to poems that ask deep spiritual questions, from poems and prayers written
when all is light and full of joy, to those that take one into the depths of loss and grief. In short, they will take you between heaven and earth.
They are interspersed with whimsical drawings that enhance the experience.
INTERNATIONAL BEST SELLER HEAVEN IS SO REAL! WITH OVER 1 MILLION COPIES SOLD Do you believe heaven really exists?
Choo Thomas retells a stunning, personal story of how she saw the living Christ, visited Hell, and walked in Heaven. "On January 19, 1996, I
woke up at 3:00 in the morning. My body was shaking...I turned my head on the pillow to look in the direction of the sound, and there, all
aglow, was a figure dressed in white garments. IT WAS THE LORD..." How could this be happening to me? I wondered...as I began to
tremble...and to weep tears of love and joy. "My daughter...I am your Lord, and I want to talk to you. I am going to visit you many times before
this work is done." "The impact of His voice, His words, His message hit me with a supernatural force..." Not once not twice but ten times that
month, the Lord Jesus appeared by her bedside and spoke to her. Then the journey began.... SHARE Choo's humble narrative, as each
heavenly visit prepares her for the next. SENSE the growing wonder of Jesus presence. FEEL the weight of His tender words. JOURNEY
through heaven led by the Savior learning His holy thoughts. HEAR the heart-tearing, supernatural words spoken from the throne. DRINK in
the Spirit of God. WONDER at the beauty of this revelation of heaven.
There is no greater controversial person in the world than Jesus the Christ. For over two thousand years, speculation has been lurking in the
background about religious control of belief by the church and church dogma in general. Where many people stop in Sunday school, author
Dean Eyerly moves beyond in his historical research about this man named Jesus and his historical search for his true beliefs and teaching.
Along the way, historical writings were discovered that provided more detail surrounding his life, death, and resurrection. Having been
inspired to study after being presented with conflicting historical information, Eyerly began to study outside of traditional data surrounding
Jesus in 2003 in order to find a firmer grasp on what history says about Jesus. To no surprise, The answers he found were not always in line
with what the Bible says, and Eyerly argues that what we are commonly taught in church isn't the full story. There are several documents and
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writings discovered that go against modern constructs and tradition as we Christians know of the faith today. Dean has studied through the
many documents that go against modern constructs and tradition and shows readers what they say about Jesus, his followers, and possibly
why these documents were rejected and pushed into the dark. See how these stark differences in belief are considered so dangerous by the
church and not by Jesus. Between Heaven and Hell is a compilation of research shaped into a timeline that begins before the birth of Christ
and moves into the Common Era. Dean draws from many non-canonical references and Gnostic literature in presenting a broader
perspective on the many differing thoughts and views concerning the person of Jesus. Is there good evidence that Jesus was who we think
he was? Was he really born of a virgin? Who really wrote the Bible? These questions must start from somewhere. Discover what you might in
this thought provoking presentation of 'un-safe' information that lies Between Heaven and Hell. Dean Eyerly conducts biblical research as a
hobby and enjoys sharing with others what he finds. Eyerly firmly believes, As do all of mankind, that Jesus is extra-ordinary, And The Being
that all earthly people should emulate. Eyerly currently resides in Holland, Ohio.
This is the accurate translation of Emanuel Swedenborg's classic book "Heaven and Hell" and printed in Classified Chinese. Much work has
been put into this Chinese translation. A whole new field will open up for you once you read this 18th century classic and it will help you
understand the true meaning of life on earth. Since this Amazon description will not allow for an entry of Chinese description for this book,
please go to this website swedenborgians.net or life153.com to read about the book in Classified Chinese.
Most of the atheists, non-believers and people of other religion does not have any answer to following question, "Who Made God?" In this
book, we answer many of tough religious, scientific and harry potter questions which had never been answered. Presenting 100 hilarious
religious, scientific and harry potter jokes with illustrations to literally make you rolling on the floor. You may also come out of your house and
start running up & down the streets. Do not read or listen to any joke from this book while driving! We care for your and your neighbour's
wife's safety! We hope to provides many "food for thoughts" for Atheists, Religious and Scientific persons.
Have you experienced the loss of a child? Tommy Mann felt the heartrending grief of losing three children to miscarriages. Beginning his
ministry as a pastor, he struggled to be strong for his wife and understand for himself why they had to endure so much loss. In the midst of
the pain, God brought peace and eventual joy through the birth of a daughter. Asleep in Heaven's Nursery includes the personal story of
losing a child and offers comfort for grieving parents, addressing questions such as the following: *When is a baby considered a life? *Is my
baby really in heaven? *What will my baby look like in heaven? *Is there an age of accountability? *Is God punishing me? *Is adoption really a
good alternative to abortion? *Can I be forgiven for my abortion? Each issue is thoroughly addressed and given concrete scriptural and
logical support. As one who has found hope picturing his lost children Asleep in Heaven's Nursery, Tommy Mann brings a powerful message
of renewal and consolation.
Martin Warner sets out to explore the enterprise of being a Christian. As a guide for this exploration Warner boldly uses the prayers said by
the celebrant of the Eucharist while putting on the priestly vestments. These prayers focus attention on aspects of life that are common to us
all: hands, mind, fashion, commitment and celebration. What we discover here is an extended mediation on faith in Jesus Christ. It is an
account that directs our attention unflinchingly to the reality of life without losing sight of heaven as our destiny.
A 9/11 survivor tells of her escape from the Twin Towers and her transformation from a career-focused life to a God-focused life; now in
paperback.
Be Transformed by a Glimpse of Paradise · What will heaven be like? What will we do? Who will we see? · How can I become more excited
about heaven as my true home? · Is it possible that knowing more about heaven will result in greater joy and purpose in my daily life? It's not
easy separating fact from fiction when it comes to heaven, nor is it always easy to see how the afterlife can affect our lives today. After a car
accident caused his nineteen-year-old son to unexpectedly enter heaven, Pastor Steve Berger chose to reject despair and commit himself to
carefully studying his son's new, eternal home. He had no idea how much there was to learn, and his life hasn't been the same since. This
biblical and deeply personal study of heaven will give you hope for the future. But more than that, it will show you what it means to live today
in light of the reality of heaven. If your view of heaven isn't life-changing, it needs to be adjusted. Let Pastor Berger's exploration of eternity fill
you with overflowing hope, courage, and purpose. "Sometimes we feel stuck--stuck between the hope of heaven and the pain of this world. In
Between Heaven and Earth, my friend Steve Berger shows us how to not only live in that tension, but how--and why--we should embrace
it."--Dave Ramsey, New York Times bestselling author and nationally syndicated radio show host "I grew up hearing people say, 'Some
Christians are so heavenly minded they are of no earthly good.' Nowadays it seems like the church has become so earthly minded we're of
no heavenly good. In Between Heaven and Earth, my friend Pastor Steve Berger shows us the absolute necessity of having a heavenly mindset (Colossians 3:1-2) in order to make a real difference in people's lives while we remain on earth. Embrace the truths of this book--learn
how to have your heart in heaven and your hand in the harvest. It's one decision you'll never regret!"--Jeremy Camp "When my friend Steve
Berger talks about heaven, I sit up and listen. I've walked with Steve as he's faced the trials of this life, and I've observed how he has
emerged with a deeper faith and love for the Father and the people around him. What he has taught me makes me long for heaven. It also
makes me want to spend my time on earth making a difference . . . and finishing well."--Michael W. Smith "A beloved pastor and teacher,
Steve Berger taught for years on the reality of heaven even as we serve Christ on earth, never knowing that one tragic event would bring both
realities irrevocably into sharp focus in a moment. . . . Some of God's greatest mysteries are wrapped up in tragedy, but the tear-stained
wisdom mined in that darkness is a gift to us all. In this marvelous book, heaven will become a greater reality even as we are invited to live
our lives on earth with greater passion."--Sheila Walsh, author of The Storm Inside "Steve has a rich, compelling perspective on Glory that
will give you fresh grace to lean into the perfect love of Jesus today. Therefore, I encourage readers not to stop at just one--instead buy a
whole case of these puppies and pass them out to all your friends and family!"--Lisa Harper, author, Bible teacher and Women of Faith
speaker "In stark contrast to the Bible--and the whole of Christian history--today's believers think little about heaven and much about the
comforts, challenges, and distractions of this life. In this much-needed corrective, Pastor Steve Berger challenges and equips us to be more
heavenly minded, so we can, in fact, be more earthly good."--Michael Hyatt, New York Times bestselling author
In this award-winning, lighthearted drama, Archangel Michael, the celestial defender of humanity, finds his job on the line. The High Council in
Heaven is about to strip him of his wings because things on Earth are going to hell. Michael is about to lose his position to Semyaza, the evil
Lord of Darkness and leader of the fallen angels. Nicole, an innocent, yet bumbling untrained angel volunteers to be a flight attendant to help
Michael in his final campaign. She quickly learns what makes Michael's airline unique is a seat assignment system specifically designed to
allow passengers the opportunity to balance their heavy karmic and emotional baggage with their assigned seatmate--not only from this
lifetime, but from past and future lives as well. With the right person sitting on the right flight in the right seat, the traveling public is unaware
that they are being served by angels and being given the opportunity to learn their soul's most important lessons before they reach their
destination. Caught in the vicious clash of the Dark against the Light, Nicole loses her own battle when she succumbs to the worldly
temptations offered by Semyaza. In this harrowing race against time, Michael is now forced to choose between saving humanity or saving
Nicole, the young, vulnerable angel who he secretly desires. With Semyaza's plans running on time and on course, who does Michael chose?
And who saves him from his own pending demise? Find out in Flying Between Heaven and Earth! Congratulations to Gina E. Jones, Finalist
in the National "Best Books" 2007 Awards for Fiction & Literature in the New Age Fiction category! -- USA Book News “Totally enlightening
and inspirational page turner! I highly recommend this book for all spiritual people. This book is a great fictional story, with a wonderful sense
of truth, enlightenment, and an abundance of inspiration!” –- Reader Views “An apocalypse story with a celestial twist, and a riveting read
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from cover to cover!” –- Midwest Book Review “Archangel Michael starts an airline to save humanity! A recommended read!” –- Allbooks
Reviews “A fun, entertainingly glorious romp through the trials and tribulations of being alive on planet Earth. It has everything from ETs to
Ascended Masters, sex to shopping, angels to demons, romance to mystery, and is multi-leveled to boot! It takes us from the pits of addiction
and despair to the heights of heaven, and it does this all with a j
There is no available information at this time.
"A collection of writings on the subject of heaven from some of the greatest religious thinkers of the Christian faith"--Provided by publisher.
DJ is David McLean's eldest grandson, so it stands to reason that he be the one to scatter his beloved grandfather's ashes. At least that's
how DJ sees it. He's always been the best at everything—sports, school, looking after his fatherless family—so climbing Kilimanjaro is just
another thing he'll accomplish almost effortlessly. Or so he thinks, until he arrives in Tanzania and everything starts to go wrong. He's
detained at immigration, he gets robbed, his climbing group includes an old lady and he gets stuck with the first ever female porter. Forced to
go polepole (slowly), DJ finds out the hard way that youth, fitness level and drive have nothing to do with success on the mountain—or in life.
DJ's adventures start in Jungle Land, part of The Seven Prequels and continue in Sleeper, part of The Seven Sequels.
This book is for anyone concerned with the meaning of our journey through Life. It is the story of a young man’s encounters with a Teacher
of Truth – the ever present, ever hidden Way that supports Humanity. It is a testimony of the hopes, doubts, fears, thirst for knowledge and
growth of a contemporary “Seeker”, played out against the backdrop of a provincial Italian town: A young boy’s sadness at his father’s early
death prompts the first, unformed questions and yearnings to understand the mystery of life A young man’s faltering steps to encounter
“spirituality” through Eastern disciplines A series of “coincidences” giving rise to extra-ordinary encounters with a Teacher of Truth, hidden,
yet visible, “in” but not “of” the world It is a journey towards self-discovery and the Light that is in all of us, buried by our personalities and
forgotten through our distractions and indifference. It is a journey towards the true Heart that, although almost forgotten, has never stopped
calling. This book is testimony to the Teaching and to the Seeker’s experiences as a disciple and friend of an extraordinary Teacher, Alfredo,
who represents and upholds the profound Work of the Way.
This compilation of short stories, exposing the police subculture, dream interpretation and symbolism, will take the reader on a journey into
the psychological underpinnings of the human mind. The primordial battle between good and evil continues on a day-to-day basis in the lives
of those who are exposed to the various scenarios presented by the author. Sometimes what one imagines is not always what is reality. We
all are, at various moments in our lives, on the edge of the abyss, wondering if there is a way out.
Between Heaven and Earth explores the relationships men, women, and children have formed with the Virgin Mary and the saints in twentiethcentury American Catholic history, and reflects, more broadly, on how people live in the company of sacred figures and how these
relationships shape the ties between people on earth. In this boldly argued and beautifully written book, Robert Orsi also considers how
scholars of religion occupy the ground in between belief and analysis, faith and scholarship. Orsi infuses his analysis with an autobiographical
voice steeped in his own Italian-American Catholic background--from the devotion of his uncle Sal, who had cerebral palsy, to a "crippled
saint," Margaret of Castello; to the bond of his Tuscan grandmother with Saint Gemma Galgani. Religion exists not as a medium of making
meanings, Orsi maintains, but as a network of relationships between heaven and earth involving people of all ages as well as the many
sacred figures they hold dear. Orsi argues that modern academic theorizing about religion has long sanctioned dubious distinctions between
"good" or "real" religious expression on the one hand and "bad" or "bogus" religion on the other, which marginalize these everyday
relationships with sacred figures. This book is a brilliant critical inquiry into the lives that people make, for better or worse, between heaven
and earth, and into the ways scholars of religion could better study of these worlds.
The New York Times bestselling authors of Lessons from the Light offer a new and provocative understanding of heaven and how messages
from the afterlife can assist you in the here and now. We live in a world of near-universal acceptance that once our lives on the earth come to
an end we continue to a greater world. Whether that destination is called "Heaven," "Nirvana," or simply "The Other Side," tradition teaches
us that there is, in most cases, a fairy-tale ending to life, a place where joy and harmony reigns supreme. Yet, as this book attests there is still
more to heaven and earth than is dreamt of in our philosophies. George Anderson is considered by many to be the greatest medium living
today. After more than 50 years of hearing from souls who have transitioned to the world hereafter, he is constantly reminded by those who
have passed that our preconceived notions of this life--and the next--aren't always accurate. The nine stories in this book illuminate times
when unusual circumstances such as sudden death, unresolved emotions, abusive relationships, and painful family dynamics, make it
necessary for the dead and the living to find new doors to healing. In session with Anderson, survivors and those who have passed meet
again in encounters that are profound, bittersweet, highly-emotional and sometimes, downright, funny. What we learn is that there are littleknown spiritual treasures--and lessons to be learned--about heaven and earth that can restore, revitalize, and make new what was once
broken. Life Between Heaven and Earth is an inspiring, thought-provoking, path-changing work, one that affirms that no matter how
complicated a circumstance is, resolution, peace and acceptance can be found in deep and remarkable ways.
As he is driving home from a minister's conference, Baptist minister Don Piper collides with a semi-truck that crosses into his lane. He is
pronounced dead at the scene. For the next 90 minutes, Piper experiences heaven where he is greeted by those who had influenced him
spiritually. He hears beautiful music and feels true peace. Back on earth, a passing minister who had also been at the conference is led to
pray for Don even though he knows the man is dead. Piper miraculously comes back to life and the bliss of heaven is replaced by a long and
painful recovery. For years Piper kept his heavenly experience to himself. Finally, however, friends and family convinced him to share his
remarkable story.
Between Heaven & Hell: Genesis By: Brandon M. Davis In this fantasy sci-fi story, a group of men and women known as the Guardians have
been charged with protecting humanity as heaven and hell clash on earth. Being assigned with this dangerous and stressful task, we see how
these warriors deal with the horrid nature of their job all while balancing their life with their teammates and managing the trauma that shapes
them. Shockingly, this time it’s not just demons that threaten mankind but angels lead by the arch Michael. How can the Guardians protect
humanity from the denizens of Hell and the sword of God himself?
For decades, Steven Curtis Chapman's music and message have brought hope and inspiration to millions around the world. Now, for the first
time, Steven openly shares the experiences that have shaped him, his faith, and his music in a life that has included incredible highs and faithshaking lows. Readers will be captivated by this exclusive look into Steven's childhood and challenging family dynamic growing up, how that
led to music and early days on the road, his wild ride to the top of the charts, his relationship with wife Mary Beth, and the growth of their
family through births and adoptions. In addition to inside stories from his days of youth to his notable career, including the background to
some of his best-loved songs, readers will walk with Steven down the devastating road of loss after the tragic death of five-year-old daughter
Maria. And they'll experience his return to the stage after doubting he could ever sing again. Poignant, gut-wrenchingly honest, yet always
hopeful, Steven offers no sugary solutions to life's toughest questions. Yet out of the brokenness, he continues to trust God to one day fix
what is unfixable in this life. This backstage look at the down-to-earth superstar they've come to love will touch fans' lives and fill their hearts
with hope. Includes black-and-white photos throughout.

In this reverse-Columbus novel, Caribbean cannibals led by Chief Submuloc (Columbus spelled backward) discover
Europe in 1500 AD. Thinking they've reached India, they call the natives Indians, but the latter prefer the term Native
Europeans. For 500 years, Indians agonize under Red despotism. In 2000 AD, Reds celebrate the Discovery's 500th
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anniversary. Indian pranks make chaos of the Reds' Grand Parade. Their mischief escalates into bloody revolution, like a
fuse sizzling to a powder keg. The book's cover illustrates a major battle on Paris' Champs Elysees. The revolution
climaxes with the storming of the Bastille by thousands of poorly-armed Indians, galvanized into patriotic insanity as their
sound truck belts out "La Marseillaise," the thrilling call to arms. ("The day of glory has arrived!") Casualties are horrific as
Red defenders on lofty parapets fire automatic weapons as the besieging masses of Indians below, who find the towering
stone walls and great iron door impregnable. Casualties rise in heartsickening numbers. In a desperae attempt, two
Indians - Roland and friend Zito - scramble onto a mini-helicopter...
Between Heaven and Hell explores the diverse and novel approaches taken by scholars of Islam when addressing the
important topic of soteriology (the discourse and doctrines of salvation) and the fate of Others.
? ????14??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 83?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
The New York Times–bestselling author of the Cobbled Court Quilts series introduces a quirky Texas town and a young
woman about to discover her destiny. Welcome to Too Much, Texas, where the women are strong-willed and the men
are handsome yet shiftless. Ever since Mary Dell Templeton and her twin sister Lydia Dale were children, their Aunt
Velvet has warned them away from local boys. But it's well known that the females in Mary Dell's family have two traits in
common—superior sewing skills and a fatal weakness for men. While Lydia Dale grows up petite and pretty, Mary Dell just
keeps growing. Tall, smart, and sassy, she is determined to one day turn her love of sewing into a business. Meanwhile,
she'll settle for raising babies with her new husband, Donny. But that dream proves elusive too, until finally, Mary Dell
gets the son she always wanted—a child as different as he is wonderful. And as Mary Dell is forced to reconsider what
truly matters in her family and her marriage, she begins to piece together a life that, like the colorful quilts she creates,
will prove vibrant, rich, and absolutely unforgettable . . . “Powerful, inspiring, and uplifting!” —#1 New York
Times–bestselling author Robyn Carr
Presents the story of the 4-year old son of a Nebraska pastor who during emergency surgery slips from consciousness
and enters heaven.
On November 22, 1963, three great men died within a few hours of each other: C. S. Lewis, John F. Kennedy and Aldous
Huxley. All three believed, in different ways, that death is not the end of human life. Suppose they were right, and
suppose they met after death. How might the conversation go? Peter Kreeft imagines their discussion as a part of The
Great Conversation that has been going on for centuries. Does human life have meaning? Is it possible to know about life
after death? What if one could prove that Jesus was God? With Kennedy taking the role of a modern humanist, Lewis
representing Christian theism and Huxley advocating Eastern pantheism, the dialogue is lively and informative. This new
edition of this classic work includes a postscript in which Kreeft describes why and how he wrote what has remained a
standard of apologetic literature for a generation. He also adds an outline and index to the book as well as a never-beforepublished dialog in which he imagines "A World Without an Easter." Now more than ever this book offers an animated
interaction that involves not only good thinking but good drama.
If you have ever hoped that you could see or experience aspects of heaven while on earth, then Heaven 3.0 is the book
for you! Heaven has begun reigning down God’s messages, glory, and revelation as every day circumstances allow
people to witness God promises about heaven. Consider just two facts matched against God’s promises: 1) every day in
the world, over 770 people witness a glimpse of heaven through a near death experience, and 2.) Millions of people
around the world have switched their religious beliefs based on a heavenly dream they experienced. Documented stories
like these, allow humanity to touch heaven, and see another generational cycle of truth about heaven. Heaven 3.0 allows
readers to realize we are entering a 3rd generation of knowledge about the greatest place know to every person who has
and will walk planet earth; and that place is called heaven. Heaven 3.0 will challenge, delight, and inform every reader
about their opportunity to enter into full view of God’s promises. God informs us to watch for signs and wonders in the
heavens (Acts 2:19) and that the Heavens would open up and rain down righteousness (Isaiah 45:8). Heaven 3.0 allows
readers to enjoy the promise of heaven, and realize that the advances of the world are not just for physical things such as
technology, media, and entertainment; but also for the things that pertain to the Kingdom of Heaven. Both Heaven, as
well as earth advance, and the Author of Heaven 3.0 encourages you to see and believe in the advancement, while
staying connected to scriptural truth. This advancement allows anyone who is willing to ‘see and believe’ that the
common-ground and destiny called heaven, was prepared for people of every tribe, tongue, and nation.
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